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Abstract
Background: When developing social infrastructures,
people look towards urban planning to promote a
comfortable and healthy daily life. Urbanization is
hypothesised to lead to various mental disorders. Further,
urban upbringing and city living are reported to have
dissociable effects on social evaluative stress processing.
This necessitates the evaluation of the medical impact of
the appearance of cityscapes. However, the neural
processes for cityscape perception are still unknown.
Methods and Findings: Using functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI), we show that two kinds of
landscape pictures, Japanese traditional architecture/
nature images (JTANs) and modern cityscapes (MCs), have
distinct effects on human brain activation. While
participants viewed pictures of the above-mentioned
landscapes, their brain activity was more prominent in the
dorsal than the ventral visual pathway, and activation in
the right precuneus was evident during the viewing of the
JTAN pictures. Moreover, the cerebellum and
hippocampus were activated during the viewing of
unpleasant MC pictures.
Conclusion: Our results suggest that the dorsal pathway
and the right precuneus play important roles in scenery
evaluation, while the ventral pathway and the left lingual
gyrus are involved in unpleasant emotion generation.
Keywords: Urbanization; Urban landscape; Mental
disorder; fMRI; Visual perception; Right precuneus; Dorsal
pathway; Ventral pathway
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Introduction
In recent years, worldwide changes in socioeconomic
structure and the diversification of overall values has
highlighted the importance of quality of life, which includes
health and happiness [1]. Urban planning is an example of this
social phenomenon [1-3]. Several reports suggest that urban
living increases the incidence of mental disorders among
people who are born and brought up in cities [4-8]. These
reports also recommend improvements in city planning
leading to the creation of comfortable and stress-free
environments within cities [9]. In order to establish these
environments, it is important to ascertain what features
people most respond to and most enjoy by assessing their
perceptions of various pictured scenes. Most studies on
psychological or neural responses during scenery perception in
humans have used semantic differential methods (SD
methods) [10].
Currently, Lederbogen et al. [9] are planning a large-scale
project for scene evaluation using functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI). For landscape evaluation, however,
only a few studies have reported for monitoring brain areas
related to pleasant or unpleasant emotional changes and
cognitive processes [11,12]. Kim et al. [11] reported that
activation of the anterior cingulate and basal ganglia was
dominant during rural scenery viewing whereas activation of
the hippocampus, parahippocampus and amygdala was
dominant during urban scenery viewing. Recently, Kim and
Jeong [12] reported that comfortable residential
environmental scenery significantly activated the calcarine
gyrus selectively whereas uncomfortable scenery induced the
ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex as
well as the medial prefrontal cortex, hippocampus,
parahippocampus, amygdala and isula.
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In their studies, relatively long task-duration (120 seconds)
of rural and urban pictures sets [11] or comfortable and
uncomfortable residential sceneries sets [12] from the World
Wide Web were used. However, Hoshi et al. [13] recently
suggested that a long task-duration with affective visual
stimuli elicits complex emotion-cognition circulation, where
derivative cognitive activities can alter the primarily induced
emotion. Further, they suggested that “it is not feasible to
distinguish changes in rCBF related to a primarily induced
emotion from those related to derivative cognitive activities
and/or secondarily induced emotions in neuroimaging studies
using a conventional block design” [13]. Moreover, the
emotional and cognitive processes involved in the evaluations
of landscapes may differ in individuals depending on various
factors, such as personal experiences, age group, and cultural
instruction and education.
In the present study, by using fMRI we studied the neural
responses of healthy volunteers, whose age, education,
culture levels and nationality were similar, during the viewing
of the landscape pictures. To avoid the overlap of neural
activity related to cognitive activity on those related to
emotion, we used the pseudo-random presentation of
pleasant, neutral or unpleasant scenery pictures with short
period (12 seconds). The individual neural activation levels
were compared to their emotional valences obtained by
questionnaire. Based on the results, we discuss the
relationship between the emotional and cognitive processes
used to recognise urban landscapes scenes.

Materials and Methods
Participants
This study was approved by the Kyoto University Graduate
School and the faculty of the medical ethics committee and
adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. All
subjects provided written informed consent prior to
participating. Total 31 subjects precipitated in this research.
Eleven healthy right-handed volunteers participated in the
fMRI study (N=11; 5 men and 6 women; mean age ± standard
deviation [s.d.]=23.4 ± 1.2 years). The subjects were selected
to have similar ages, and education and culture levels as much
as possible (all of them were Graduate School Students of
Kyoto University and Japanese). To ensure appropriate
stimulus selection, the emotional valences of the JTAN and MC
scene images were previously rated by 20 different healthy
volunteers who did not participate in the fMRI study. These
subjects included 10 male adult graduate students from Kyoto
University (mean age ± s.d.=41.0 ± 4.5 years) and 10 young
students from Kyoto University (mean age ± s.d.=23.1 ± 1.8
years; 8 men and 2 women).

Selection of scene and affective images
All of the photographs used in this experiment were taken
by a member in our group (Supplemental Information) from
many prefectures in Japan. A total of 41 scene images were
classified into different categories by questionnaire prior to
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the experiment. The emotional valence of each was rated in a
separate experiment on an 11-point digital scale from +5
(pleasant) to -5 (unpleasant), with 0 indicating a neutral
valence. Based on this questionnaire, we selected 21 scene
images for use in this study. Seven pleasant (ratings above +3.0
in both groups) and 7 unpleasant (ratings below -3.0 in both
groups) scene images were first selected. Another set of 7
town images (ratings with a wide variation around 0) were
added as neutral image stimuli (Supplemental Information).

Visual stimulation
The images were presented when subjects were supine in
the fMRI scanner. We used a block design in all experiments. In
all experiments, the task condition (12 seconds) was repeated
21 times following a prior baseline resting condition (15
seconds). Thus, each session lasted 9 minutes and 51 seconds.
This included a prior dummy scan period (12 seconds) and
post-scan rest time (12 seconds). During the functional
neuroimaging, the images were displayed on a screen
(horizontal and vertical visual angles were 13° and 10°,
respectively).

fMRI measurements
A 1.5-T MRI scanner (Symphony Sonata, Siemens, Germany)
was used to obtain blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD)
contrast functional images and anatomical images. BOLD
functional images were obtained using a T2*-weighted single
shot echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (repetition time [TR],
3,000 ms; echo time [TE], 40 ms; flip angle [FA], 90°; field of
view [FoV], 200 × 200 mm2; matrix size, 64 × 64). Forty axial
slices were obtained (thickness of slice, 3 mm; slice gap, 0 mm;
Voxel size, 3.13 × 3.13 × 3.00 mm3). Anatomical images of
brain structures were obtained using a T1-weighted sequence
(TR, 2200 ms; TE, 5.55 ms; FA, 15°; FoV, 208 × 256 mm2; matrix
size, 208 × 256).

MRI analysis
Image preprocessing and analysis were performed using
Statistical Parametric Mapping software SPM8 (Welcome
Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) running
under MATLAB R2007b (MathWorks Inc., Sherborn, MA). The
ﬁrst 4 scans were discarded from the analysis to minimize T1
relaxation artefacts, and the remaining volumes in each
session were used for analyses. The EPI images were realigned
to the ﬁrst image, and then co-registered with theEPI
(functional) and T1-weighted structural images. Next, the
DARTEL toolbox was used to create structural templates across
subjects as well as individual ﬂow ﬁelds, which were used for
spatial normalization [14]. Data were smoothed using an 8 mm
full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel.
Trials under each of the 3 conditions (pleasant, neutral, and
unpleasant) were separately convolved with the canonical
hemodynamic response function using a general linear model.
A one-lag auto-regression (AR (1)) model was used to
correct for serial autocorrelations. The time series was ﬁltered
using a discrete cosine-transform ﬁlter with a 128-second cutThis article is available from: http://www.jneuro.com/
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off period. All contrast images used a threshold of p < 0.001
(uncorrected) at the voxel level and p < 0.05 corrected for
multiple comparisons at the cluster level. To deﬁne
overlapping areas between activated areas (especially the
visual cortex and the frontal and parietal eye fields) and
anatomical structures, the MarsBar toolbox (http://
marsbar.sourceforge.net/) was used. Thereafter, the Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates were used along with
the parcellation method and automated anatomical labelling
software to exactly allocate the activated clusters to the
appropriate anatomical sites [15]. Multiple linear regression
analysis with on/off block design task model was used to
calculate the parameter estimates, and Pearson’s correlation
coefficient was used to measure the statistical relationship
between the parameter estimates and the subjective ratings.

Results and Discussion
It has been reported that somesthetic and social
information have important roles in perception as well as
visual information obtained during the viewing of the
environment (or a landscape) [16]. Therefore, in the present
study the subjects’ ages and education and culture levels were
controlled as capable as possible (Table 1). Further, all of
landscape photographs used in this experiment were taken by
our members in many prefectures in Japan. To avoid the
overlap of neural activity related to cognitive activity on those
related to emotion, it was also necessary to shorten the
experiment duration for each of the subjects, as fatigue and/or
anticipation-related brain activation was concern. Actually, in
the preliminary experiments, several subjects claimed that
they became sleepy when the experiment duration exceeded
20 minutes. Therefore, we set the experiment time per session
to about 10 minutes per person so that the subjects did not
feel fatigue and drowsiness.
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Figure 1 Example of experimental images. The first
unpleasant photograph was taken by J.M. in an urban area
in Osaka Prefecture. The second (neutral) photograph was
taken by A.Y. in a Bay Road area in Osaka. The third
(unpleasant) photograph was taken by K.Y. at Shibuya
Station in Tokyo, and the fourth (pleasant) photograph was
taken by K.Y. at Ohmi-Hachiman in Shiga Prefecture.
Figure 2 shows neural activation during viewing landscape
pictures. The ventral pathway reaches the temporal
association area through the prestriate cortex (V2) and the
ventral-stream area (V4) and is colloquially called the ‘what
pathway’. The dorsal pathway reaches the parietal association
area through V2 and V3 and is called the ‘where pathway’ [17].

Table 1 Demografics information of participants.
Age

22

23

24

25

26

number

2

5

3

0

1

Gender

M2

M1/F4

M1/F2

--

M1

M and F denote male and female, respectively, where numeric denotes
number of subjects.

After the fMRI experiments (Figure 1), the subjects rated
their emotional valences for all pictures on an 11-point scale
ranging from +5 (pleasant) to -5 (unpleasant), with 0 indicating
neutral valence. We used this information to correlate neural
responses to psychological measures. Mean values and s.d. of
the emotional valences of the Japanese scene pictures were
2.37 ± 0.31, 0.60 ± 1.06, and -1.85 ± 0.73 for pleasant, neutral,
and unpleasant images, respectively. This result indicates that
the classification of the landscape pictures used in the
experiments was reasonable to elicit the landscape induced
pleasant-, unpleasant- and neutral-emotion related neural
activation.

© Copyright iMedPub

Figure 2 Neural activation during landscape scene picture
viewing. Image contrasts were obtained by subtracting the
measurements obtained during the rest conditions from
those obtained during the picture-viewing conditions: (A)
Pleasant; (B) Unpleasant; (C) Neutral; (D) Cerebellum
activation during the unpleasant viewing condition. Brain
activation related to the ‘unpleasant’ valence was localized
to the cerebellum. T maps at x=8, y=-50, z=-36 (t=7.58,
cluster size: 278), and x=-28, y=-72, z=-46 (t=8.87, cluster
size: 91). Significant values were those with p < 0.001
(uncorrected at the voxel level) and p < 0.05 (corrected for
multiple comparisons at the cluster level).
During viewing the pleasant picture, brain activation was
more prominent in the dorsal pathway (the superior parietal
lobule and medial occipital gyrus) than in the ventral pathway
(the inferior temporal and inferior frontal gyri) (Figure 2A),
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whereas activation of the ventral pathway was prominent
during viewing unpleasant pictures (Figure 2B).
Since all of landscape pictures involve both structural and
colour information, landscape pictures that cause pleasant
emotion may be perceived as a spatial cluster, while those
cause unpleasant emotion may be perceived partially or
objectively. Our findings suggest that spatial and depth
information are weighed more heavily than colour and shape
information when Japanese participants evaluate the pleasant
landscape scenery.
In the present study as compared to the previous reports
[11,12], we observed the cerebellar activation during viewing
all of the landscape pictures (Table 2). The cerebellar
activation during viewing unpleasant landscape pictures
(Figure 2D, right: t=7.58; left: t=8.87) was stronger than those
during viewing neutral or pleasant pictures. Furthermore,
brain activation related to ‘unpleasant’ valences was observed
in the hippocampus (left: t=9.20) as well as the cerebellum.
The cerebellum plays a well-known role in motor activity and is
involved in motor learning. Recent studies have suggested that
the role of the cerebellum may not be limited to motor
performance, but that it may also include mental aspects
[18-23].
Table 2 Neural activation during view of landscape pictures (vs
resting condition).
Pleasant - Rest

Neutral - Rest

Unpleasant - Rest

frontal gyrus

straight gyrus

frontal gyrus

temporal pole

hippocampal gyrus

hippocampus

superior parietal lobule

calcarine gyrus

hippocampal gyrus

fusiform gyrus

fusiform gyrus

thalamus

occipital gyrus

temporal pole

caudate nucleus

calcarine gyrus

right lingual gyrus

lingual gyrus

insula

cerebellum

cuneus

cerebellum

occipital gyrus
cerebellum

Thus, it can be inferred that the cerebellum is active during
both the performance and imagery of work. These results may
indicate that the activation in the cerebellum contributes to
the ability to place oneself into scenes and imagine living
under the conditions present therein. Our subjects had an
urban upbringing, and the unpleasant images in this
experiment were familiar sights for them. Therefore, the
activation in the hippocampus, which is a part of Papez’s
memory circuit [24], was likely related to thoughts of daily
living. These findings support the inference that the
cerebellum is involved in the both cognitive aspects of action.
Table 2 shows neural activation during the viewing of
landscapes pictures. The results were obtained by subtraction
of neural activation images viewing pictures and those of
viewing cross fixation point (i.e., pleasant – rest, neutral – rest,
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and unpleasant – rest). The activation areas in Table 2 include
visual processing area and both cognitive and emotional
processes areas during viewing scenery pictures [11]. Specific
activation areas for the ‘pleasant – neutral’ and ‘unpleasant –
neutral’ contrast images of during viewing urban landscape
pictures are shown in Table 3, where activations of the
occipital gyrus and precuneus was induced during viewing
pleasant landscape pictures, and the fusiform gyrus and lingual
gyrus during viewing unpleasant landscape pictures.
Table 3 Neural activation during the viewing of pleasant/
unpleasant landscape pictures (vs neutral pictures).
Pleasant - Neutral

Unpleasant - Neutral

occipital gyrus

fusiform gyrus

precuneus

left lingual gyrus

Both scene agnosia and prosopagnosia are reportedly
involved in the functional disturbance of the right occipitotemporal lobe, the right hippocampus, and the lingual gyrus
[25]. Takahashi and Kawamura [26] performed MRI study on
the landmark agnosia patients and reported that the
parahippocampal gyrus is critical for the acquisition of novel
information about buildings and landscapes, and that the
same region plus the anterior half of the lingual gyrus and the
adjacent fusiform gyrus play an important role in the
identification of familiar buildings and landscapes. Recently,
Kim et al. [11] reported that under input of negative stimuli
during viewing urban pictures the lingual gyrus and middle and
inferior occipital cortex showed activation as well as the
hippocampus and parahipocampus gyrus. These results
suggest that the lingual gyrus plays a significant role in
unpleasant emotion generation in response to urban
landscape pictures.
It should be noted that in spite of differences in task
presentation and its duration, neural activation areas during
viewing pleasant urban landscape pictures and those during
viewing neutral and unpleasant pictures were similar to those
reported by Kim et al. [11] and Kim and Jeong [12]. This result
is possibly caused by the methodological limitation of the
block design experiments. In the process of performing
cognitive judgment, towards a set target with selective
attention to visual information and selecting and executing
appropriate actions, interference by emotion usually is
considered not to be included [27]. Therefore, to avoid the
overlap of neural activity related to cognitive activity on those
related to emotion, further experiments with event-related
design [13] or high temporal analyses with fMRI [28] may be
required to detect early changes in rCBF more specifically
related to the primarily induced emotion.
Nevertheless, we obtained the following a new result.
According to the results of the questionnaire, the 21 landscape
pictures were further classified as 7 Japanese traditional
architecture/nature pictures (JTANs, pleasant) and 14 modern
city pictures (MCs, neutral and unpleasant). In our second
classification, JTAN-related brain activation (compared to that
This article is available from: http://www.jneuro.com/
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in response to the MC) was most prominent in the right
precuneus (t=7.40, Figure 3A).
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instead is involved in objectively judging culture-depending
natural scenes or structures.

Conclusion
Our results suggest that the dorsal pathway and the
precuneus play important roles in scenery evaluation, and that
the ventral pathway and the left lingual gyrus play roles in
unpleasant emotion generation. fMRI is a powerful tool to
understand relationship between urban living and mental
stress on the basis of emotional and cognitive neural
processes.
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